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Reviewer's report:

1: Study question and objectives are well posed and stated
2: The methods are well described and are appropriate for the nature of the study
3: Limitations are not acknowledged or specified
4: Data presentation in Tables is incomplete with regard to use of specified statistical methods and statistics that have been provided in the text (e.g. comparison of treatment outcomes between new and retreatment cases)

Minor essential revisions: Adding statistics (from Chi or other tests used) to table, and providing comparison data for "alternative patient cohort" such as the non transfer in cohort

Minor essential Revisions:
1: Consistently need to provide comparison data (from the rest of the registered patient cohort) in interpreting the significance of the results of the "tranfer-in" patient cohort
2:

Level of interest: An article of limited interest

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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